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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about uRPF are true? (Choose two)
A. Loose mode may drop traffic when asymmetric routing occurs
on the network
B. The keyword any can be used with both strict mode and loose
mode
C. Strict mode may drop legitimate traffic
D. It is enabled on a per-mterface basis CD It is enabled
globally
E. Strict mode is most appropriate for networks with asymmetnc
routing
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie mÃ¼ssen SRV1 optimieren.
Welche KonfigurationsÃ¤nderungen sollten Sie vornehmen? Um zu
antworten, wÃ¤hlen Sie die entsprechende Option aus jeder Liste
im Antwortbereich.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
From the scenario: SRV1 has 16 logical cores and hosts a SQL
Server instance that supports a mission-critical application.
The application hasapproximately 30,000 concurrent users and
relies heavily on the use of temporary tables.
Box 1: Change the size of the tempdb log file.
The size and physical placement of the tempdb database can
affect the performance of a system. For example, if the size
that is defined for tempdb is too small, part of the
system-processing load may be taken up with autogrowing tempdb
to the size required to support the workload every time you
restart the instance of SQL Server. You can avoid this overhead
by increasing the sizes of the tempdb data and log file.
Box 2: Add additional tempdb files.
Create as many files as needed to maximize disk bandwidth.
Using multiple files reduces tempdb storage contention and
yields significantly better scalability. However, do not create
too many files because this can reduce performance and increase
management overhead. As a general guideline, create one data
file for each CPU on the server (accounting for any affinity
mask settings) and then adjust the number of files up or down
as necessary.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Match each type of breach to its consequence.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Exposed government-protected health information - financial
loss due to fines/penalties Exposed proprietary engineering

secrets - financial loss
Defaced website - public
impact Ransomware attack
Retailing loss of credit
consumer confidence

due to loss of competitive advantage
embarrassment and potential financial
- financial loss due to downtime
card numbers - financial loss due to
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